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ABSTRACT

'!'his investigation is the first in a aeries whose purpose ia to establish a basis for formulating oleoresinous coatings.
A stud.y ot the polymerization and dist.enaibili ty effects accompanying aging wu correlated with accelerated exposure durability,

showing that a film loses its elastic properties when definite exposure failure has •• t in.
theory of oil

The three-dimen9ional 1ntel'lDO'lecular

po~ization

is consid_red in poetalating the

cause of the film failure.
The degree of polymerization when failure

SRS

in, as

determined by 801vent extraction, varies wi thin a range due to the
differences in oils and the ratios in which they areuaed. with
resin.
Although enamels are observed to polymerize more slowly
than varnishes, films of the SaBle materia.la and oil lengths rep.resenting each type of coating fail at the same degree of polymerization.

Inert pipent ia shown to incorporate itself as 'polymer'

wnen considered in this manner.

The enamel failure generally occurs

earlier because of the high initial insolUble content imp'artecl by
the pipent.
Oomposite curves are developed to show that rate of
polymerization curves for varnishes and enamels containing an in-

vU

ABSTRAO'l' (conioinued)

erio pigment. can be predetermined by similar curve. for 'the individual materials used.

Suoh ourves are inca.pable of pre-

dict.ing t.he expeot.ec1 durablli t.y ot t.he coat,ings.

------ -- - - -

-

---

~~-
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INTRODUO'rION

2

This inveltigation is the first in" a series whose purpose is to study oleor..inousf1lm structures so ..to establish
a sound basis for formulating oleore'8inOu-s coatings.

Such a basil,

it developed trom a practical point of view, would be of value

to the varnish indultry in that the expected durability and propertie. of a coating oould be predioted by formula analYlis.
The present investigation is a study ot the problem
from the basic film struoture anile.

Assuming that film failure

is due to 80me ultimate combination pruent when failure occurs
and designating this combina.tion as the polymer-to-oil ratio,

it is proposed to study the change in this ratio in the film
through its lite until failure oocurs.
The determination of polymer-to-oil ratio has been
based upon the assumption made by other investigators!

That the

portion of the film insoluble in acetone can be considered as an
index of the 'polymer' content.

The term

'po~r' u-aed

here

refers to those hi,hly polymerized molecules in the film that
have so linked themselves by intermolecular forces that they constitute a continuous network of ring enolosed molecules resembling
lattice work.

This portion otthe film is considered insoluble

in acetone and filterable.
portion.

Thus pigments are included in this

The oil portion consis'ts of polymerized and unpolymerized

molecules which have not linked them.elves into the network of
'polymers'.

They are considered soluble and unftlterable in tnil

work.

'l'he Sohxlet method of solvent extraction was employed for

the removal of the oil portion.

Since this portion of the film

has elastic-giving properties we may con.ider it as the plasticizer
portion which will be present in a minimum allowable amount when
film failure occurs.

4

HIS TOR lOA L

5

Blom (1) has done considerable pioneer work in the field
of protective coat.ing film structures.

In 1929 he madephotomicro-

graphs of the cross section of films showing a stra"'titication of
the pipent and other constituents.

From th1sstudyhe

~ted

that enormou. intermolecular forces must. be present in films.
Elm. (9) investigated the changes taking place in tilms
of trilinolenic glyceride during expo.ure 'to room condit.ions.
This investigation was'undertaken with the hope-that a study of a
simple unsaturated glyceride might yield information which would
prove helpiul in explaining t.he format.ion and tte1ieriorat1on of t.he
more complex (trying 011 systems and t.he ettect exert:.ed upon "them
by pigments.

He concluded that oompounds less complicateu than

tr1linolenio glycer14erequireCl. study i1' t.}re basic reactions involved in dry'ing oil reactions was to be l.earned.
LOnE (1,,14) likew1se experimented witn pure tr1linole1c
and trilinolenic "lycerides in connection with hi. colloidal association et.u(lies.

He showe<1 t.hat a dried rilm mq be <1ivide<1 into

a soluble and in80iuble phase by means of solTent ext.raet10n.
Acet.one wa-s prove a .. he most. satisfactory solvent.
Af"t.er analyzing t.he soluble liquid phase -and -the insoluble solid phase or linseed 011 ri1ms, Roeeand Bailey (16)
spoke of t.he three componentl. con.t.i tuting 1:.he dlms ass (a)
liquid, (b) adsorbed 11quiCl, ana (c) solid.

They- claim that the

rela:t.i ve proport1ons in whioh these components are· present. haTe a

6

decided affect on the physioal nature of the t'ilm.

Linolenic

glyceride and linned oil t'llms have been age<l amt extractect· with
acetone and it has been round -chat -Che solid phase beoomes increasin,ly greater ana the liquid phase decrease. as age increases.
The unpol;ymerizecl·and una8sociated liquid which has not been adsorbed are completely extracwd but probably only a part of the
liquid which has been adsorbeni. extracted.

Arter continued

aging the pigmented oils begin to loae -craces of pigment due to
chan&ea in oil structure.

The authors speak ot' this as a le88en-

ing of 'binding' power ot' "the oil.
Ae a continuation or Elm's original work Overholt
and Elm (15) followed the suggestion "that less complicated com-

pounds be used.

Methyl esters of several unsaturated fatty

acids were exposed to ul"traviolet light ror various· perioda of
aging aft.er which the films were analyzed for uns.turation, conjugation, oxidation, polymerization, and the ehan&e in refractive
power.

The method of study amp loyed in determining the degree of

polymerization was the cry-oscopic molecular weight method.

Thh

determination was checked by a viseoslty measurement for determining
the degree of polymerization.

The authors aid not seem satisfied

with their results, however, they considered the possibilities of
the work taken up in the present series of invelltigations.

'The

values of these data will be found in the 1'act that they reduce to
a common denominator the changes taking place auring a standard

7

exposure in drying 011 esters Tarying in type and degree of unaaturation.

When these results are contrasted with similar data

obtained with the more complex glycol and glycerol esters, it
should be possible to obtain a clearer insight into the mechanism
of rilm rormation

or

drying 011s'.

8

THE 0 RET I CAL
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Oleoresinous rilms and their

struc~urea

cannot be fully

appreciated without consider in, the chemistry of the dryin& oils
and reaina.
Linseed oil consiats principally of the tri,lycerides
of the unsaturated fatty acids:
a.ncl

l~.

oleic,

present.

40%.

linolenic,

~.

They contain two, three, anel one eloubla bond.s

in the order named.
of isolenic acid.

Linoleic,

Part or the linolenic acid is in the form
Also about

~

of stearic acid glyceride is

Tung oil consists of about

eleostearic acid, about

l~

7~

oleic and

~

of the triglyceride ot
palmitic acid glyoerieles.

The drying oils are capable of two types or reaction,
double-bond polymerization and o~gen' absorption (5).

Cutter and

Jordon (7) d.isoussed. the mechanism ot the double bond polymerization.
They mod.ifled the Diels-Alder reaction (~) to get a six-membered
carbon rin& serving to link togethert.wo acid rad1cals.
studies (14) on oxygen absorption and loss

or

Long's

volatile products on

drying concluded t.hat drying is a 'oolloidal a8Bociation process'.
Neglecting double bond polymerization entirely, he presents a two
st.age dr,ying process.

In the first stage, oxygen is absorbed

rorming polar molecules.

'rhese liquid polar molecules then as-

sociate to give a solid, insoluble phase.
supposed to

~ake

This ... aoiation is

place slowly over a period of months, whereas the

oxygen absorpt.ion is apparently complete in a much shorter time.
Association is observable to its fullest. extent as soon as the

10

torceB which make it possible are

etrec~lve.

Bradley's (<:!) extensive studi8.or tilm structure are
baaed on the theory that the tri-blyoerides are three-dimensicnal.
He extended the general theory ot polymerization developed b,y
Oarothers (6) and t.he related theory -ot allqd resins deTeloped b,y
Kienle (11) and appl1eo. them to 'drying'.

He states that the

molecules ot soluble resins ano. coattng compounds have linear, 2dimensional st.ructures, while insoluble resins and dried (insoluble) films have the chains' cross-linked in ,.dimensional structures.
Drying consists tuno.a.mentally in the convereion of the 2-cl.1menaional to t.he ,..dimensional type of structure.

'!'he main require-

ment tor drying is theret""Ore not. the ab1lit.y to oxidize but the
pOBsession of a unit molecule with a 'surflcient. number and type
of reaotive centers to permit. unrestricted growt.h in all direct.ions'.
In ot.her wordB, ''the simplest (monomeris) unit should be capable
of joining with more than 2 other units'.

Only one double bond

in each acid radical of a drying 011 ordinarily f'unct.iona a8 an
active center.

That ie, of several double bonds having 'po-

tential functionality' only one has '.ct.ive fUnctionali't.y'.

Sap-

onification of polymerized or oxio.ized drying oils gives dimeric
acids regardless of t.he extent ot polymerization of the oil.

He

has shown geometrically that the alcohol eateritied with 'the drying oil acid must be at least. 'triatomic if a branched, ,..dl.mensional structure is t.o be formea.

Tni. was confirmed experi-

11

mentally by the inability of glycol lino1eate to dry.

Later

(,) he suggested. that these ooncepts were autfic1ent to explain
the phenomena for the bodying of drying oils, without recourse

to the Colloidal conaiderations.
Another ot Bradley's (2, ,) investigations was an examination ot the isolated fraction rrom solvent-extracted stand
oils and their gels.

He obtained evidence that related the sever-

al phases not only to t.he degree of polymerization but to t-he extent and nature of the intramolecular reactions as __H.

This

work was carried out experimentally using a gelled produce derived
from the heat treatment otO a mixture of
sudine oil.

89%

oi tic1ca 011 and 11%

The ,el was extraoted wi t.h sol ven"!,s inolud1n& ace-

tone and the reeul tirlg soluble liquid and in80iuble solid phase.
were analyzed for· saponification number, acid value, "iodine number, molecular weights, rerractive indices, and specific gravity.
On making a thorough analytical study of the data ob1ia:ined he
found that the gel in esterified glyceride form contained
of insoluble solid phase and

~

of soluble liquid phase.

7~

Only

liquid esters were obt.ained by saponification, hydrolysis, and
resterificat10n with methanol.

These methyl esters were sepa-

rated into volatile monomeric estitrs and nonvolatile dimeric esters

by distillation.

His observation was that the ratio of the mono-

mers to the dimers was markedly different for the two phases of the
original gel.

'Obviously the gelled insoluble phase was more

12

highly polymerized than the liquid phase'.

He showed that the

tri-glycerid. molecules react intramolecularly and intermoleoularly to rorm dimers, trimers, polymers and eventually polymer
ring closures.

This theory oombined with his original theory of

th. three dimensional structures formed· on polymerization: of the
011 and resin molecules lead to the suggestion that an aged oleo-

resinous film consists of multiples of polymerized molecules
intermoleoularly connected in ring enolosures whioh in turn are
interconnected to eaoh other forming a continuous network of
ring enolosures.
In oonnection with the intermolecw1ar reactivity
whioh oocura in the polymerization of resins (this is analagous to the same type reaction occurring with the drying OilS)
Kienle (12) haa concluded that (a) organio compounds of high molecular weight are formed only when the inter acting molecules are
polyactive, (b) the interlinking of the molecules proceeds according to the ohance oontact of any 2 individual reactive points
and (0) the relative eizea and shapes of the reacting molecules
and the position of the reacting points largely detennine the
physioal properties of the resulting polymer.

He suggested that

in a system involving the interaction of poly functional molecules,
the progress of polymer formation is suoh that as eaoh intermediate produce of polymerio molecule is formed, the functionality
of this intermediate product. or polymerio molecule should be con-

aiderect as if the newly formed moleoule were a monomer.
If we oonsider the oleoresinous film as-a oomplex lattice work of three dimensional 011 and reain molecules- intermolecularly oonnected and aening as - a potential frame wo'rk, we oan
conceive that the dimeric and monomeric molecules which have not
linked themselves in the network are still available a-s unpolmerized (or low polymerized) liquid partially adsorbed on the polymer
surfaoes and extractible with solvents.

As a&ing at- a film oon-

tinues, the polymerization continues and the lattice network becomes more complicated with these interwoven tibre-like molecules;
thua more inaoluble ma't.ter is present and l"e soluble liquid or
semiliquid remtdns.

Ourves showing the rela't.10n be't.ween 't.he per-

cent unerttractible of the rilm and the age ehould. show !:1 sharp increase in the 'polymer-con't.ent' tturing the early etages of' aging,
and. a grattuai .inorease l!:1t.er on when 't.he interwoven' structure hae
become so complioatea t.hat the chances ror runctional group.. to
cont-act one anot.her is lessened.
The film strength whiCh is related to exposure aurabili't.y of a film has been measuredbyd1stensibl.lity (load-elongation) methods (US).

This suggests 1ihat t.he in1irinsio lire or

durability of a rilm 18 measurl:lble and can be considerett in the
light of t.he rilm structure theory set. t'or1ih above.
early

a~ng

During i te

period.s a film possesses relatively high elastic

propert.ies which decrease on oonti.nueci aging.

Atter the rilm

14

has dried surfieiently

'to

possess elasticity, a we-ale int.ermoleeu.lar

network haa bull t up by polymerization to a point where thereiJ an
appreciable insolub.le portion in the film.

On rurther

aging this

network haa developea: more strongly and the elasticity should. De
even greater.

However, on continued aging t.he intermole1mlar

network has become

80

complicated by ad.di·tiona.l polymerization

and linkages that the tenuency £"or it.
load is leaHmHi.

1:,0'

awe-ten und.er an appUed

When a rUm haa aged' to the PCl'int where' ita

elastiCity approaches zero, we WO'U'ld eJqtect. it to be a very complexnetwork

or polymers unable

to wi thatand enernai atresses' be-

cauee of 1 te interwoven compier! ty.

Theaestresse. might 'be .et

up by elongation tests or they might be' 15et up by those energies
which cause ordinary failure on exposure.

At this zero point it

Would be expected "nat the ' polymer-content' of l'.he rUm be high
and probably on the gradual rise portion of the curve mentioned above.
Ir this theory be true then we would expect to find
tne 'polymer-oont.en1:,' of all oleore.inous rHo \e be within a
limited range at. the exaot zero-' point ofrailure.
the only variations to this would be In th.b._Ic

Theoret1cally,
differen~

of

tne materials used in the fa rmu1 at10nand in the ratios in which
they are used.
PraCl'.iCally, the determination of the exact age at
whicn the elaaticity or a film becomes zero- is inde'terminab.le even

1!5

it all other condition. are
t.he us. ot curves· a o.1ose
conduot.1.ng t.nia

pertec~ly co~rolleQ.

appro:nma~ion

1nves~igation

one resin,

shoUld
~wo

be

Ho~~,

b.Y

obtainable.

In

o11s, anti one pig-

ment. were 8.ied, elongated, and extracted 1ndiv1dually(where possib!e)

tU1<1

t'or~ ~ 0

together in dirterentoleor•• tnoua ratios in an et-

bt.ain data support1ng ordereat1;n-g t.he theory Bettorth.
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RAW

MATERIALS
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The mat.erials used in preparing the rormulations are

The propert.ies of then raw materials are given

listed in Table 1.
below.

The linseed oiJ. was a bodied Z-;> oil haVlng an iodine
number of 120. ,.

The china wood or tung oil was A.D.M. No. 50 cal-

orized oil having an iodme .umber of 1,1.2.
Mineral spirit.s having a specif'ic gravity of 0.791
and a boiling range of 10,.204°0-wa8 U8ed in thinning the varnishes
and 011 f'ormulations.

Butyl acetate having a specific ,ravi ty

or approx1lllately 0.8/5 and a boiling range of 115-1~·O va.s useC1
as the solvent. ror the congo spirit varnish.

The ac.tone used

as the extracting solvent had a specific gravity of' 0.792 and a
boiling range or oo.1_57°~!
Number. 11 and 12 bold amber Oongo reein,

~ run'

at

610°' and having an aoetone insolubility of ~, was the resin
used in preparing all f'ormulations.
Pure Rayox grade non-chalking titanium dioxide bulk-

ing 0.0,118 pounds per gallon having an oil abosrptlon of
and

a specif1c gravity of'

enamels.

,.~

was U8ea as the

'!'be TiOa was grounC1 in

pi~ent

2~.2

in all

65% pastes on a laboratory mill

at three passes per paste to obtain proper dispera10ns of' the
pipent. in ,.he ol1s.

The pigment weight rat10 was 2.25 1be.

of' TiOs per 4 1bs. of' ini1I1a1 solide present.

All enamel rorm-

ulations were cheeked f'or satisf'actory dispersionsby' mean. of t.hs

--- ----------

-------------~---.~---
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micro.cope.
Liquid Nuodex
2~ anct

lea~

ad manganese driers containing

$ metl:ll, respectively, were' added to the varn!ah and

enamel formulations on a metal-to-oil weight ba&is of
and O.O~ mangane.e.

O.~

lead

A 60 gallon lead and manganese drier con-

Sisting of linseed oil and rosin was added to the .traight oil
samples on a volume basi8 of one part drier to nineteen parts oil.
This drier was used because of difficulties in

obtain~

satie-

factory rilms with straight oil samples containing the Nuodex driers.
The errors introduced by this difference in driers oan be only .
slight.

In addition to this change in driers it was st1ll neces-

81:ll'y to dry the straight tung oil films in an atmosphere of oxygen
to prevent gas-checking.
The 8 and

~,

gallon length' varnishes were prepa.reo. by

cooking the resin with the oils at 560op, thinning at
mineral spints and fil taring at about. 2OO0 P.

~50op

The 16 and 25 gal-

lon length varnishes were prepared by blending the 8 and "
varnishes in the proper calculated ratios.

with

gallon

The _amels were pre-

pared by pipenting portions of t.he varnishes.
The formulations are shown in Table II.

19

TABLE I

RAW MATERIALS

R..in

z-~ Bodied
Lineeed

So 1.,811'"

Bold Amber

Mineral

OoniO

Spirit..

DH.era

Pipent

Nuodex
Lead.

Rqox
Titanium

Dioxide

i.D.M. No.

Butyl

50 TUDI

AcHat.

Nuodex
Manganee.

Acetone

Lead and
ManglUle~

in

Lin...' varnieh drier

TABU!! II
FORMULATIONS

F.1'DIllla

011

Oede

1. gall...

*

1e~h

Dr,rlDg .11

T7Pe of
flush

Thlner

Drier

Perca.t
S.11ds

OIJ.

33

LiD.ad

Vanish

M.S.

Nuodax Pb

Be J4Jl

51.1

0L2

25

Li.s.ed

Varn1sh

M.S.

Nuedax Pb

Be M:a

48.3

01.3

16

Liue.d

Vanish

M.S.

Nuodex Pb

Be J4Jl

51.5

01.4

8

Li..a.d

Varnish

M.S.

Nuedex Pb

Be M:a

51.4:

015

cO

Liu.ed

straight 811

M.S.

50.2

OT1

33

Tung

Varnish

M.S.

Pb Be MIl in Linseed
Varnish drier
Nuedax Pb Be MIl

OT2

25

TwIg

Varnish

M.S.

Nuedex Pb

Be

MIl

50.0

0'1'3

16

'l'uq

Varnish

M.S.

Nuedex Pb

Be

MB

51.7

0'1'4

8

Twag

V&rILish

M.S.

Nuedex Pb

Be

MIl

55.2

0T5

c::P

TwIg

Straight ei1

* o2 --

75.1

Pb Be J4Ja in Las.ad
Varnish drier

96.'

de.1gaates TarDish series, L - 1i..eed ei1, T .11, 1 - 33 gallen
25 gallen, 3 - 16 gallen, 4 - 8 gall•• , 5 - straight .11.

1e~h,

.ung

~

TABU: II (cent 1aued)
IPOm.roLATIONS

Fermula
Oed. •

011 le~h
1. gall.u

Dry1Dg oil

Type ot
tia1ah

Th1JU1er

Dr1er

Percent
S.11ds

DLPl

33

L1••••d

EMmel

M.S.

Nued.x Pb &. Mn

&3.0

DLP2

2:5

Liue.d

EMmel

M.S.

Nu.dex Pb &. MIl

61.2

DLP3

16

Liueed

.EDamel

M.S.

Nuedex Pb &. MD.

&3.'1

D~

8

Liue~

l!:Damel

M.S.

Nuedex Pb &. MD

68.3

D~

00

L1u••d

Pig. in 011

M.S.

82.6

D'l'Pl

33

Twag

ED.-l

M.S.

Pb &. MD. in Linseed
Varnish drier
Nuodex Pb &. MIl

DTP2

2:5

1'uDg

bamel

)l.S.

Nuod.x Pb &.

)In

61.8

DTP3

16

Tung

EMmel

)4.,S.

Nuedex Pb &. MIl

i3.6

D'l'N

8

Tung

Eumel

M.S.

Nued.x Pb &. MD

6i.5

D'1'P5

CD

TwIg

Pig. iD 811

0

none

Sp1rit
Tarn1sh

attyl
acetate

....

98.7

OS

•

PIl &. Mn 1n L1nse.d
Varnish drier

&1.5

"2.'1

D - deSignates enamel ser1e., L - lins.ed oil, ~ - tung oil, 1 - 33 gall.n length,
2 - 25 gall•• , 3 - li gallen, " - 8 galleD, 5 - straight oil, P - p1gment, OS CODg. spirit Tarn1sh.

....

I\)

EXPERIMENTAL

APPARATUS

The apparatus used in thi. investigation oonsisted of
several standard and several unique pieoes of equipment, all of
whioh are described below.
FILM OASTERS.

Films were cast with a doctor blade (10) oapable

of depod ting uniformly thick films.

The oaster i. simply an up-

right piece of steel having spacers at 'the ends fastened to the
blade so as to make a gap-width of 0.01 inch when set upright on
a plane.

This caster has an overall width of

posits a film ~ inohes wide.

4i

inches and de-

All films were cast With th1s

caster by' the .ame operator WhO used a pulling stroke at a uni:torm rate of about 18 inohe. per minute.

Films ca.st by' this

method dried to a unirorm thickness in the range of 0.002 to 0.00,
inoh depending upon the solid content or the sample.
1 anel.

See Figs.

4.

PANELS.

All ritma were cast on

inches in size having

.t

,1 gage

coke tin panels 5 X 10

inch holes cent.ered

I

inch trom the tops.

To :taciliT"ate clean and uniform films on the tin surf'aceeach
panel was carefully cleaned with ethyl alcohol and placed upon a
leveled plate glas. for the film casting.

The panels were made

to ael.here smoothly to the glass surface by spreading a water film
between the two surraces.

Tbis was done by' placing several drop.

of water on the glass and firmly pressing the panel upon the two.
The films were ramoveel. from the tin surface by amalgamation with
technioal meroury, thus producing free 1·11ms.

....•

ACCELERATED WEATHERING UNIT.

ated Wea:thering Unit operating at

and 22

Oomp~

A National Oarbon

Acceler-

60 amperes and burning N01I.

uee sunshine carbons was uaed. This

, X 10 inch panels simultaneously.

uni t wea~hered

1,

64

It was operated at 75°0(107°1')

during the dry heat and light portion of the cycle and at ;8-40°0
(100.4-104.0) durini the moist heat ana. l1ibt portions.

A refrig-

erator maintaining a temperature of _20°0 (-4°F) wa.s operat.ed in
conjunction with the weathering unit for the col(1 portion of the
cycle.

The cycle aelect.ed for this investigation is one developed

by the Oommonwealth Ediaon

Oomp~

A calibration of

of Ohicago.

this cycle and unit for outdoor weather in LouiSTille is in progress
at this writing.

The continuous daily schedule constituting one

cycle is aa tollows.

(Unit 1s shown in Pig. ').

4 hours Light and water apray
5

41

hours

hours
4 hours
~ hours
, hours

Light without water
Light and water apr 8J
Water spray alone
Rest period
Refrigeration

OUTDOOR TEST PANEL FENCE.

10,00 AM- 2.00 PM
2100 PM- 7:00 PM
7:00 ~lll~ PM
lU~ PM- ;I~ AM
;1;:0 AM- 7:00 AM
7:00 AM-10:00 AM

A test fence accomodating

150 test panel a was built on the roof of the laboratory building
for the purpose of calibrating the accelerated weathering unit.
The fencewu built so a8 to giTe a '45° aouth' expoaure.

See

Fig. 2.
OONSTANT-TEMPERATURE, CONSTANT-HUMIDITY ROOM.

A well wather-

stripped room encased on the outside with brick and located on

26

Fig. 2.

Accelerated w athering unit.

•
•

l')

~

27

28

the basement. floor of the laboratory building wu used for an
approximat.e constant-temperature, constant-humidit.y room for
condit.ioning the films for t.he elongation t.est.s.

The temperature

was maint.a1ned in t.he range of 21.1_29.4°0 (70-85°,) and the
humidity in the range of 54 to ~ relative humidit.y.

Humi.aity

was controlled by the use of a saturated solut.ion of Mg(NO.)s.6HaO
in an open pan as suggest.ed by Gardener (7).

Such a solut.ion

when cont.ained in an air-tight compartment. and held at. 21.1°0

(70°') will hold the atmosphere of the enclosure around

-54%

rela-

tive humidity.
'ILM CUTTING TEMPLATE.

A 6 X 1 l'

I

inch bar of cold-rolled et.eel

was polished on one 1 X 6 inch face and used as a templatEt for
cutting the film strips used in the elongation teste.
MIOROME'l'ER.

See 'ig.

4.

A Randall & Stickney dial gage micrometer was used

in determining the film thicknees of the test stripe for 'the elongat.ion teets.
thickness.

Each degree on the dial gage reads 0.001 inch

4.

See Fig.

ELONGATION tESTER.

A model X-5 Scott Tensile Tester manufactured

by the Henry L. Scott 00. of Providence, R.I. was used in det.er-

mining the tensile strength and elongation of the free films..

This

t.ester operates at a oonstant speed of 12 inches per minute and has
a double operating capacity of 0 to 2 pounds and 0 to 10 pounds.
See. Fig. 5.
EXTRACTION APPARATUS,

Thir~-six

Sohxlet extraction unite ar·

Fig. 4.

Vi~w

showing micrometer ' on right, doctor blad. in cen-

ter, .teel template on left, and stripped films in backiround.

'1,. 5.

Tcmsile testor used in making t.he d1at.ena1b1lit.y t.'8t.a.

•

•

U)

~

31

ranged in three bat.ten.. of t....lveun1t.tteach·wen used
film ex1irac'tions.

'lOT

the

Each ext.rac"tion unit conBie"tecl of an Erlen-

meyer flask and. a metal condensing coil which

1faS1IO

'tha't i't pro'truded down wi t.hin 'the top of the fla'Sk.

coneWucted
On the bot.-

'tom of the condene-ing coil vaa BUBpended1ihe· charac1ierts'tic

Sohxlet Biphon cup in1:.o which waBfi tt.ed. 'the porous thimble -con'ta1n1ng 'the film sample.

Each bat.t.ery was ConBtruCted aa' a long

narrow box so as 1:.0 contain 'twelve' uni'tB fi'tt.ed wit.h holes in the
1:.op of 'the box and 'twelve

15 va't't 1ncandescant. lamp· heaur'S' fit.-

ted 1n 'the box dlrec'tly under 'the ex'trac'tion un!t.8.

Wat.er for

'the condensers vaS' prOTided by means of 'tlfO pipeslued on 'the
out.BideB of 'the box, so 'tha't the wat.er cooling system operated
in parallel.

See Pig.

EXTRACTION THIMBLES.

6.
Whattman extrac1iion thimules 22mm diameter

and 80mm long and. made of porous parchment. paper 'were used as the

recept1clee for the film samples in 'theSohxiet extract.1on cups.
Each 'thimble was lined with No.

~

Whattman filter paper in order

1:.0 protect the,th1mble for subsequent. use.

Double thicknese

thimbles were used whenev&r a pigmented film vas to be extracted.

EXPERIMENTAL

PROOEDURE

The general experim.ental procedure followed in t.hia investigation conaisted of ceBting, aging, inspecting, stripping,
conditioning, elongating, and extracting the film.s produced from
the prepared oil, varnish, and enamel formulations.

Each step

will be explained.
OASTING.

Plate glass panels were leveled and a film of water

spread over the top surface.

Tin panels were'\bowoughly cleaned

on both sidee wit.h ethyl alcohol and firmly pressed' onto 'the wett.ed glass so as to produce adheeion between the two.
tat.ed a flat. and stationary metal aurf'aee.

This t'acili-

All films were ,cast

wit.h a 0.01 inch dO'Ct.or blade which depoei tedf'ilm.edrying to
Wliform thlck1'1e81Jes of approximately 0.0025 inch.

The straight

oil fllru dried t.hicker because of t.he high solid content.

Each

tilm of a particular sample dried to a. uniform thtcmess'Ot

! 0.0004 inoh. However, due to the diffel'enc&s in'surface

ten-

sion and the solid content. of the various samples the film

thic~

ness varied

! 0.002 inch over the entire investigation. All films

were cast by the same operator who cast with a f'orwardpull on the
caster ot 18 in-ahea per minute.

The films were allowed to dry in

a quiet atmosphere for two or t.hree dqs before the nex1i step was
commenced.
casti.

80

Two tilms ot each formulation were prepared at every
as to have a complete set of panels repreaenting every

formulation included in every run ot the testswhleh tollowed.
AGING.

The panels were trimmed to ~ X 10 inches and aged in

the accelerated
cycles.

weather1ng~

apparatus tor a designated-number ot

Ohangestrom one period to another within acyele wre

made by hand, however, the sched.ule tor changes waeadherred to
closely.

INSPECTING. At the end ot every cycle each panel was carefUlly
inspected tor chalking,
alligatoring.

1088

otgloss, checking, cracking, and

Ohanges in tilm conditions were recorded.

Be-

cause ot the difficulty in detecting tailure by chalking tor the
non.-chalking pigment used I the tirst detini-te stgn ot tailure
noted was

at

a checking nature.

This is the type ot tailure re-

terred to in Tables III-VI and in Pigs.

7-i6.

STRIPPING. After removing a panel trom the weathering uni1. the
tilm was wiped tree ot water and set in a tilting pon tion with
the top end raised about 150 with the horizontal.

A small

portion of Wlprotected tin near the top end of the film was wiped
clean and a dropot technical mercury trom a medicine dropper
placed there.

'l'hepanel was lett in this posit-ion overnight

allowing the amalgamation to take place.

The tilms- were -then

triDned around the edges ot the panel with a razor blade and caretully litted or stripped tree trom the panel.

'!'he adhesion of

tilms to amalgamated tin is so sligbtthat this stripping process
is quite satisfactory tor removing tilms without elongating them.
CONDI'l'IONING.

The stripped films.ere hung on clips in a con-

stant-temperature, constant-humidity room tor ~ or more hours

------------------------------

..--.~~.-.--

permitt.ing them to reach tetnp'&rat.ure-humidit.y equilibrium with
the room conditions before testing in the room.
ELONGATING.

'!'wo film strips measuring exactly 1 X 6 inches

were cut out of' each film using a steel template as pattern and
a razor blade for the cutter.

The strips were JD9a8Ul'ed for

minimum thickness with a. micrometer.
ing thicknesses was not.ed.

The lacation. of all vary-

The value corresponding to that lo-

cation in which the film broke was taken as the film thickness.
The two films for each sample as cast fUrnish&dfour st.rips per
formulation for that particular elongationt.est.

The test per-

formed on each strip consistedo!' fastening the film between the
upper and lower jaws of the tester, measuring the length of film
free to stretch between the jaws, readi.ng· 'the 1ni-tial loa.d on the
load scale, applying the load by means of the starter, stopping
'the loading immediately after 'the break oocurred, remsa.uring the
length between the jaws, and reading the final load on the load
scale.

From the tensile strength and percent elongation data

thus obtained, the calculated values for the sa'tisfactory pulls
were averaged and the averages taken as -the distensibiHty values.
EXTRACTING.

The films were then cut up into tinebi ts (and ground

in a mortar with a pestal when possible) in preparation for extraction with acetone.

Before the fine film particles were placed

in the extraction thimbles it was necessary to ex'tract the thimbles
empty permitting them to attain a fibre free and insoluble con-

dition, t.hen heat them in an oven at lO~oO (221°') for two hours,
cool them to room temperature in a dessicator, and weigh them for
tare weight..

Samples of about -2 grams in weight were oarefully

placed in the thimbles and therein ext.racted for-approximately two
weeks t.ime.

Several times during the extraotion period t.he thimbles

were dried, cooled, and weighed in order to determine the progress
of the extraction.

All weighings were made with the thimble in a

weighing bottle on an analytical weighing balance.

Two emptythim-

bles were extraoted, heated, oooled, and weighed as blank thimbles
in every set of samples extracted.

This was· done so as to reduoe

incurring errors resulting from 8II7 unconWollable weight changes
during the oonditioning and weighing of the thimbles.

The averag«::

of the ohanges in weight of thebla.nks over their original weights
was taken as the blank correction for that particular weighing' and
was applied to all sample weights in caloulating the peroent of
sample unextracted.

DATA

AlfD

RESUL'fS

The tensile strength, percent elongation, and' percent
unextractible data for the oil, varnish, and enamel filme are
given in fableaIII-VI.
for the

co~

Table VII gives the extraetion data

reain films.

Table VIII gives the ratio in which

the oila and resin were used and the percent unextractlble when
failure occurs.
The tensile strength of a film was obtained by dividing
the ultimate load required- for the breakb,ythe film thickness.
The films were cut 1 inch wide, consequently, the values are reported as pounds per square inch.

Percent elongati.'Onwas 'cal-

culated by dividing the difference of the initoial length and.- multiplying by 100.

It should be noted hene that the hand operated

release on the tensile tester made it impossible to stop the measuring mechanism instantaneously with the break, consequently, all
readings are subject to a positive error of 0.07 inch or less.
error amounts to about ~ or less.

This

Percent unextractible was cal-

culated by dividing the dry insoluble portion of the film by the
weight of original dry sample and multiplying by 100.
The astericks in the tables and the short perpendicular

line. crossing the curves in the figures indicate the approximate
points of definite film failure as determined by tnspection.
Figures 7-17 are curves obtained by plotting the percent of film UDextractible versus age and versus percent elongation.
No curves were drawn showing a relation of tensile strength.

----------------------------------
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TABLE III
D1.te..1b1l1ty and Percent UDextract1bl. ot L1....d Vara1shee

l'e1"lll11&
(e1l length)

CU
(33)

01.2
(25)

01.3

(16)

014

(8)

°

1

-

2

Cycl. Number
3

•

5

6

Tell. strugth
EloDgat1on
Uuxtract. 16.5

.1'1
4..1
&3.2

.1'1
3.8

314.
3.8

.we>
2.3

562
1.6
86 ••

--

350
3.1
65.2

282
2.'1

285
2.5

314:
l.i

552
1.'1
'18.5

281
2.0
i5.1

2"
1.8

30'1
1.5

* 221

~
~

T.ll. StreDCth
Elengat10n
Unextract. 16.3

~
~

Ten. Strength

-

%Elongat10n
% Unextract. Li.5

%nengat10n

-

U..xtract.

'1.6

Ten. Strength

~

--

Ten. Stre~h
(8tra.~ Elongat1oll
011) ~ U..xtraet. 22.5
01.5

*

*-

t ..
teo
br1ttle br1ttle
''1.8
'0.6
1'1.1
4.5.2
81.5

IJI41eatee tirst po1Jlt ot check1ng tailure.

1.2

too
brittle
'13.5

'1

8
320
1.8
84:.8

*-

t ..
brittle
'11.2

9

*-

-

10

too
brittle
80.6
toe
br1ttle
82.'1

teo
br1ttle
60.1

teo
brittle
81.0

214.
62.1
'19.9

-

-

96
5'1.3
'19.9

88

III

4.0.'1
86.8

50.1
85.8

t

TABIJ!: IV

D1.tens1b1l1ty and Percent Uaextract1ble ot TUag Varni.hos

F01'Dlllla
(011 leDgth)
CTl
(33)

TeJl. stNJIC1;h

%EloDgat1on

~

CT2
(25)

CT3

(16)

C'l'l

(8)

CT5

-

UJloxtract. 22.8

-

Ten. stNngth
EloDgat10n
Unextract. U.7

~
~

-

Ten. StreDgtla
E10Dgat10n
% Uaextract. 10.9

~

%EloDgat1oJl

-

% Uaxtract.

1.8

Ten. Strength

Te_. strength Elongat1on

(.tra.~

011)

°

~

*

-

Uaextract. 4:.2

1

-

2

C7cle Humber
3

•

5

6

706
5.6

3'13
••0
66.3

538
1.8

.a9
2.5
77.5

M2
3.2
67 ••

.19
2.1

389
3.0

395
1.8

.1.
1.8
76 ••

283

278
1.5

203
1.6
60.0

* 333

329
2.2
72.5

94.0
U.3

75.5

1.5
65.5

2.1

-

7

*-

* too

too
br1ttle br1ttle
51.0
62.5
19
3'1.4:
80.0

8

9

10

* 31'1

1.8
6'1.5

t ..
br1ttlo
83.6

too
br1ttle
77.2

too
br1ttle
8&.3

to.
br1ttle
74:.4:

339
1.8
83.6

too
br1ttle
71.1
75.9
48.'
80.2

lad1eatee t1rst point ot checking tailure.

131
4:8.0
84.1

-

96
38.2
83.8

li8
4:2.'1
8'1.0

.....

TABU: V

Diateaaibi1itT and Percent UDeXtractib1e ot Linseed Eaamela

F01'DD11.
(oil 1eDgtll)

0

-

DLPl Ten. StreDgth
(33) %Elongation
% Unextract. 55.'1

-

DLP2 Ten. StreDSth
(25) %Elongation
% Unextraet. 54:.1
DLP.5

(16)

-

Ten. StreDSth
% Elongation
%Unextract. 4:9.5

-

DL'fIi Ten. Strength
(8)
%Elongation
% Unenraet. 4:3.1

-

Ten. StreDgth
(pig. % Elongation
011) %Unextraet. 48.3

DLP.5

1

2

C7c1e " e r
3
4:

4:13
21.4:
'15.'1

320
34.2

52&
13.1
'17.&

329
24:.0

21'1
1.8
71.0

221
2.&
73.8

5

34:'1
11.0
'12.'1

4:63
2.'1

315
10.'1

312
1.8

&

'1

500
3.1
82.'1
4:93
2.8
78.5

* too
brittle
84:.5

8
*4:30
2.8
IN:.'1

* -

9

10

-

810
4:.4:
86.3

too
brittle
'12.'1

691
3.1
88.3

too
brittle
65 ••

319
1.8
84:.0

139
50.i
8'1.1

18'1
44.5
89.'1

too * too
too
brittle brittle brittle
58.5
61.3
65.6
110
60.i
79.'1

110
53.4:
81.4:

155
55.8
86.5

...
*

lDdie.tea tirst point ot cheCking tai1urw.

l'<)

TABU: VI

Distensibility and Percent Unextractib1e ot Tung Enamels

:rermula

(oil length)

0

1

-

2

C7c1e Number
3

•

DTPl Ten. S'rengtl1
(33) ~ Elongation
~ Unextract. 39.2

601
19.5
73.2

535
60.9

-

809

5.5

.06
23.3

DTP2
(25)

M'P3

Ten. StreJl8th
Elongation
Unextract. 54.0

~
~

-

~

l71'N

Ten. Strength
~ Elongation
%Unextract ••5.0

(8)

-

--

Ten. StreD«th
(pig. ~ Elongation
oil) %Unextract. 35.7
!11'P5

'"

16.2
75.0

...•••

349
3 ••

'" 413
3.9

.00

Pl5.2

Ten. StreD«th
Elonption
~ Unextract. 54.4

(16)

5

187
2.0
69.'1

242
2.1

'" 298
5.9

235
1 ••

6
629
9.484.6

7

'"

-

9

&4.2
3.1
Pl9.7

'19.8

-

10
1152
6.3
90 ••

-

.99
3.4
79.0
295
1.8
81.2

8

1018
3.6
88.2

1.'1
70.2

300
1.9
87.2

199
.0.5
85.0

330
45.3
90.5

2U

too '" too
too
brittle brittle brtttle
67.0 62. 2
72.4

-

128
35.5
85. PI

118
30.8
87.4

lD4icates tirst point ot checkin! tailure.

175
38.3
86.7

~

•

44

TABLE VII

Extraction of Oongo ReBin
Cycle No.

o
1

,
2

4
5

6

PercentUnextractlble

'l'ABLE VIII
Percent Unextractible of Filma at Failure

Varnish

%Oil

~ Resin

~ Unex-

tractible

Enamel ~ 011

%Resin

"Unextractible

Lin.

72.5

27.5

7~.0

~,

Lin. 82.5

17.5

74.0

25 Lin.

66.6

,~.~

so.o

25 Lin. 78.7

21.~

8~.0

16 Lin.

56.2

4~.8

72.0

16 Lin. 72.0

28.0

so.O

8 Lin.

';.0

61.0

~.O

8 Lin. 61.0

';.0

6~.0

~~ Tung

72.5

27.5

75.0

~~ tung

82.5

17.5

82.0

2!5 Tung

66.6

~~.,

77.0

25 Tung 78.7

21.,

so.O

16 Tung

56.2

4~.8

68.0

16 Tung 72.0

28.0

71.0

8'l'ung

';.0

61.0

52.0

8'l'ung 61.0

~.O

69.0

~~

.
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OF

RESULTS
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The curves representing polymerization rates tor the varnishes and enamels (curves A &, B in Figs. 7-16) tend to rise wii.h a
relative~

steep slope during the early lite

o~

the tilm and grad-

ually taper otf aw,ympotically as aging continues.

The tailure points

on these curves occur nearer the aeympot1.c values as t.he oil lengt.hs
increase.

This is shown directly on the varn1.sh and enamel curves

ot Pigs. 7-10 and 12-15 and indirectly b,y curves A and B ot Pigs. 11
and 16 where no tailure occurred in 10 cycles tor inf'inite oil lengt.h

samples (straight oil) and on curve A ot Fig. 17, where failure of
the straight resin sample occurred before the first cycle was

co~

pleted.
The extraction data was obtained under such conditions
that an error ot ! % doss not seem unreasonable from the experimental point of view.

The varnish and enamel curves A and B

(Pigs. 7-9, 12-14) of the ", 25, and 16 gallon lengths for both
oils have two things in common that appear conclusive.

Each enamel

curVe tapers slower but to approximately the same asympototic value
as it.s corresponding varnish curve.

'rhus t.he change in rate of

polymerization is slower in the enamels than in t.he varnishes.

Also,

t.he failure point on each enamel curve occurs within two or less
cycles less t.1me t.han tor the corresponding varnish but at t.he same
unextractible value.

It appears that not only does failure occur in

a film when polymerization has gradually reached a definite point.
but the pigment. incorporated in a varnish to torm the enamel is
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definitely coun1ied as 'polymer' and because of its presence will
probably decrease the durability of the film as a protective coating.

This supports the theoTy present"8d in that the pigment bound

in the structural net.work is sharing in the complexity of the film
and reducing the number of chance cont.a:cts that the functional
groups have with one another.

This also explains wIv the rate of

polymerization was slower in the enamels than in the cass of the
varnishes.

Apparently the percent of 'polymer' contained in the

various formulations when failure occurred vary with the oil selected

and with the ratio in which it is used with the resin. See Table
VIII tor these values.

It is important to bear in mind that the

pigment was added to the varnishes on a solids basi. thus shortening
the actual oil length of the enamel samples.

Had t.he enamels been

adjusted back to the proper oil lengths the age differences in failure occurrences would probably have been diminished to near" zero.
If the error in the distensibility tests is considered
~

2%

o and
2%

and the elongation curves are corrected b.Y this value (curves

D, Figs.

7-16)

so as to move the left coordinate to the right

(or less) it can be seen (where elongation curves were obtained)

that the new zero elongat.ion value occurs within the allowable range
of the

previous~

determined polymer value at which failure occurred.

For example, shift the left vertical coordinate of Fig. 7 to the
right 2 units ( •.), curves 0 and D cross this axis at 72% and 7&10
respectively and are approximately within ~ "" of the ~ polymer

.
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value whioh was previously located by inspection•. !his

SMWS

a

fair correlation between the two methods employed to determine
tilm tailure.
Correlation ia ditticulttor the tensile strength data
because ot its fluctuations.

This can be accounted tor by the in-

accuracy ot the tilm thicknesses and-

th~ir

measurement.

Schuh and

Theurer (17) have stated several variables that determine distensibility which aid in explaining what
in this data.

'!'hey are:

~

have caused the

~iscrepencies

(a> compoa1tion ot the filDPtorming ~

terial, (b) thickness of the tilm, (c) age and history of the film,
(d) temperature and humidity at time ot -wst, (e> and the rate ot
stress application.
A set ot composite curves was developed todeterm1ne
what relation exist. between the resin, 011 and pigment on polymerization.

Each curve (Pigs. 18-25) is based on the polymerization

curve. ot the individual materials in their proper ratios' a. used
in

tor~lating

the varnishes and enamels.

Actually the,y are the

results ot adding the curves ot the indivi-dual material 8 which have
been multiplied by the proper ratio.
posite polymerization curve for a "

For example, a

8o-called'co~

gallon linseed varni.h would

be an additive curve obtained by DI1ltiplying the polymerization data
(percent unextractible data at variou8 ages) tor the resin by the
ratio in which the resin occurs in the solid content otan aotual
"

gallon varnish and adding to this data, at the proper aging

..
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periods, the polymerization data for the straight linseed oil which
has been multiplied by its occurring ratio.

Curve A of Pig. 18

was obta1iled by JII11tlplying curve A of Pig. 1 by 12.~ (the ratio
of 011 in the solid content of a "

gallon varnish,

S8&

rable VIII)

and adding to 1t curve A of Pig. 11 which has been DIlltipl1ed by
21.5%.

In other words, the actual curves of the individual materials

were diminished by that fraction in which the material. appear in
the combined formulations atterwhich the resulting curves were added together.

Each composite enamel curve is' composed of a pigmented

oil curve and a resin curve obtained in a similar manner.
By comparing the composite curves with their corres-

ponding varnish and enamel curves (compare Figs. 18-25 with rigs.
1-10 and rigs. 12-15) it is observed that they are in general analogous, having similar curvature and comparable a81DlPtotic values.
This leads to the conclusion that the polymerization occurring in
the combined formulations is no different from that occurring in
the individual materials.

This suggests that the degree of poly-

merization of a film forming material at a given age can be predetermined b,y use of
materials used.

previous~

determined information on the basic

Where the point of failure falls on the comp08ite

curve thus produced can not be determined by this procedure developed thus tar.
The pigment used in this investigation was inert.

Whether

a reactive pigment would behave differently is not within the scope
of this investigation •

,

.,
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OONOLUSIONS
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Results of the investigation of studying the etrect
of aging on the distensibility and unextractible properties of
oleores1nous film structures lead to the following conclu8ions.
( 1)

By extracting films of the basic materials. the pro-

cedure developed can be used to predetermine the rate of polymerization curTes for 01eoresinou8 films provided any pigments
used are in.rt and the oil length of the varnish or enamel is
sufficiently long to withstand several accelerated aging periods.
(2)

'ilm failure occurs when the degree of polymeriza'tion

has reached approximately 70-80%, however, the procedure as de..
veloped is incapable of predicting the expected durability of
oleoresinous films.
(,)

Oleoresinous film structure is apparently of such a
;

nature that the molecules orient themeelves during the aging process to impart

elastici~

to the film during the early stages of

polymerization and brittlenes8 during the last 8tages.

Thus

film failure occurs when the polymerization haa proceded to such
an extent that the film has lost its elastic properties.

(4)

An

enamel and a varnish composed of the same materials

and constituting approximately the same oil length fail at the

same degree of polymerization. however, the enamel polymerizes
more slowly.
(5)

Inert pigment in enamels wst be counted as • polymer'

in an enamel film •

•
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